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Abstract 
The use of formality in software development enables formal manipulation at the symbolic 
level and hence can yield new perspectives on the design which can be submitted to inspection 
and interactive or automatic analysis. We describe the experience of an industrial pilot project 
which undertook a formal development using VDM and B and employed a number of techniques 
for the analysis of the formal texts by animation, test case generation and proof. We assess the 
effectiveness of methodology and techniques adopted by measuring the introduction and detection 
of faults. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Formal methods have been proposed as a means for the production of high-quality 
software with few or no faults. In recent years, a number of projects undertaken using 
the formal approach have provided some evidence in support of these claims. However, 
there has been little consideration of which aspects of the techniques used have lead to 
the improvement in quality. We describe an experiment in the use of formal methods 
in an industrial context where a variety of formal techniques were applied in an attempt 
to cover as many of the development activities as possible, and in which a number of 
techniques were adopted for the analysis of the formal specifications. 
A major benefit of the formal approach is that the formalisation of a specification en- 
ables the symbolic manipulation of the formal objects and hence can provide designers 
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with a variety of perspectives on the design and hence facilitates the detection of 
faults. Each new perspective can be subjected to inspection and to interactive and au- 
tomatic analysis. For specifications, inspection is provided by review; automatic analysis 
comes in the form of type checking and other static analysis tools, interactive analysis 
comes in the form of animation. Proof obligations generated from a specification pro- 
vide another perspective for inspection and analysis through automatic and interactive 
proof. Automatic test case generation can provide a third perspective on the design, 
as well as faults revealed through testing the final implementation, test cases can also 
form the basis of validation through animation and degenerate test cases can reveal 
infeasibility. 
This paper reports methods and results gained in the MaFMeth project 3 which 
used a combination of VDM [13] and the B-Method [2] in an industrial development. 
Metrics were kept with the aim of showing evidence for the early detection of errors 
and assessing the relative effectiveness of various activities in the overall process. For 
further descriptions of the system developed, the techniques used and a qualitative 
description of the problems encountered, see [14,15,4]. 
1.1. The product 
The formal development was part of the second release of Groupe Bull’s FlowBusTM 
product. FlowBus is an application integration product of the type often known as 
“middleware” which allows applications to communicate in a number of ways via a 
single application programming interface. It provides the services to allow new appli- 
cations, legacy applications and package software to be integrated. Its primary function 
is to provide distributed, multi-platform, inter-application message handling services 
involving message routing, storage, transformation and enrichment transparently to the 
applications. FlowBus allows applications to communicate without explicit knowledge 
of each other’s existence, form or function. Interaction between applications and Flow- 
Bus is via the sending and receiving of messages. FlowBus facilities include deferred 
message delivery (i.e. message queuing), message enrichment, transformation and con- 
version, and a centralised administration facility allowing large multi-platform FlowBus 
networks to be administered from a single workstation. 
The control and administration subsystem of FlowBus offers three services: a dy- 
namically configurable message routing service, a message transformation service and a 
message queuing service. The last of these contains the component developed formally: 
the queue administration tool (QAT) monitors the status and contents of queues in the 
system and allows individual messages to be updated when required. When messages 
are updated, it allows the administrator to reroute them within certain system-wide 
3 The MaFMeth project is an application experiment funded under the EC ESSI programme (Project number 
10619). It is a collaboration between the Bull development centre (Hemel Hempstead), Bull S.A. (Paris), 
B-Core Limited (Oxford) and the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. 
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integrity constraints. QAT is also capable of generating alarms when certain types of 
messages arrive on certain queues. The combinations of message types and queues 
which raise alarms are configurable. 
To obtain the information it requires, QAT interfaces directly with the existing queu- 
ing and transaction processing systems. This had a significant impact on the formal 
approach adopted as will be discussed later. 
1.2. The development environment 
The project was undertaken in a conventional system software department of some 60 
software developers engaged in all aspects of system software supporting three Unix- 
based software products. The development process was relatively mature for a Unix 
system software development process, having been certified as IS09001 (TickIt) [ 1 l] 
compliant for its quality management system and operating at a point close to level 3 
of the SE1 Capability Maturity Model [12]. Some use was being made of structured 
approaches, specifically the Yourdon Structured Method [16], although much of the 
development was still utilising a less rigorous approach using natural language aug- 
mented with informal diagrams. There was no general awareness or understanding of 
formal methods amongst the development staff. 
The FlowBus project involved about 12 software developers, of whom three were 
involved directly in the development of the QAT subsystem’s functional engine using 
formal methods4. Of these three staff, two had previous experience in applying formal 
methods, but one of these, the primary developer with responsibility for delivery of the 
finished component, had worked with formal specification only on trial projects and 
had not previously used formal approaches for product development. In particular, he 
had no prior knowledge of the B method or its associated tools which were critical to 
the development process used. 
1.3. The method 
The development process adopted was influenced by the desire to assess a variety of 
formal techniques covering as much of the development life cycle as possible, and the 
requirement that the resulting code had to be closely integrated with code developed 
by other methods. The VDM and B methods were chosen for the availability of tools 
providing support for a range of formal techniques. 
VDM and B are two mature “model-oriented” formal methods based on first-order 
predicate calculus and set theory. Both give a notation for the specification of systems 
as state machines in terms of a set of states with operations defined as relations on 
that set. Each takes a wide spectrum approach and incorporates data reification (data 
design) and operation refinement (function design) encapsulating the principles of re- 
duction of non-determinism and increase in definedness. 
4 Some consultancy on formal techniques was also brought in under the MaFMeth project. 
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Based on the concept of Abstract Machines, the B notation supports a highly modu- 
lar approach to design amenable to automation with software tools. The method is sup- 
ported by the B-Toolkit [3] which provides facilities for the animation of specifications, 
the construction of formal refinements, and automatic code generation from low-level 
designs. The B-Toolkit was particularly useful for the automatic generation of C code, 
the target language which was imposed by the development organisation in order to 
integrate the resulting code with other systems components either supplied by a third 
party as an existing package or developed in-house using more traditional techniques. 
The Vienna development method (VDM) allows a specification to be described and 
then implemented via a rigorous development path. It has been widely applied to the 
development of computer systems and the specification language of VDM (VDM-SL) 
should shortly become an IS0 standard [l]. In particular, the developing organisation 
wished to evaluate the diagrammatic approach to formal specification offered by the 
“VDM through pictures” tool (VtP) [8] and the ability to generate test cases using the 
“VDM analysis tool” (VAT) [9]. 
The decision to employ a combination of VDM and B was motivated by the com- 
plementary facilities offered by the two toolkits and since previous experience [6] had 
shown that B’s Abstract Machine Notation (AMN) encourages the specifier to think 
very much in terms of assignments to state variables, whereas VDM-SL facilitates the 
capture of the initial specification at a more abstract level. Naturally, using two different 
formal notations introduced concerns about the training of staff and the co-existence 
and interaction of the various formalisms and tools but this could not be avoided if 
we were to cover the desired breadth of activities. 
The techniques used and specifications produced are shown in Fig. 1. Three formal 
specifications were produced as discussed in Section 2. The first, most abstract, spec- 
ification was developed in VDM using VDM through Pictures. This was translated by 
hand into B Abstract Machine Notation, in order to conduct the first and second decom- 
position with the B-Toolkit [3]. The development techniques are described in Section 3. 
“,P, V.&T 
Fig. 1. The method employed 
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Three forms of analysis were undertaken for validation and verification. Animation 
was used to validate the design during development, whereas post facto verification 
was undertaken using test cases and proof obligations which were generated from the 
specifications. These analysis techniques are described in Section 4. 
Measurements relating to these activities were taken in order to compare a formal 
development process with a conventional one and to compare the relative effectiveness 
of the various stages of the formal process. For the former, the results of a number 
of development projects, all producing subproducts with similar characteristics, were 
compared using the department’s existing programme of metrics. For the latter, faults 
were classified according to the development stage at which they were discovered and 
the stage at which they were introduced. The results of this analysis are described in 
Section 5. 
2. Specification and refinement 
This section describes the three specifications created during the development. 
2.1. Abstract specijication 
To determine the boundary of the system to be developed, it is necessary to specify 
some of its context as well. In the case of QAT, we had to give specifications of the 
queuing service and parts of the transaction monitor, as well as the new alarm service. 
A specification was developed of the external interfaces of the whole system including 
the new functionality introduced by QAT. This took no account of the fact that some 
of the functionality was already provided by existing components. 
One advantage of the existence of an overall abstract specification was that test cases 
could be generated from this VDM model to form part of the eventual integration 
test suite. It is interesting to note that test case generation from our specification of 
individual existing components in the first and second decompositions can be used to 
test the accuracy of the model with respect to existing implementations. The generation 
and use of the test cases are described further in Section 4.1. 
It is worthwhile noting that although a considerable degree of implementation detail 
was available for the existing components from the outset, we still had to give an 
abstract model of the entire system functionality to provide a context for the expres- 
sion of the global requirements, independently of the prescribed system architecture. 
In general, this kind of concern will arise whenever integration with existing system 
components is required. 
2.2. First decomposition 
In this specification the alarm system, the queuing system and part of the transaction 
monitor appear as separate components. This defined the scope and interfaces, internal 
and external, of the proposed development. 
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The development path from the abstract specification, defining the external interfaces 
of the system as a whole, to the first decomposition in which the boundaries of the 
component of interest are defined, is a form of refinement. The functionality of the 
initial specification should be preserved by the restructured one. In our case, the external 
interface was also modified at this stage, and hence no formal refinement could be 
demonstrated. In ideal circumstances, time would have permitted the recovery of the 
formal relationship between the models by the definition of an extra enclosing layer of 
specification. 
2.3. Second decomposition 
The second decomposition was necessary due to inadequacies in the behaviour of 
the existing queuing system. In general, the prior existence of system components 
constrains the designer’s approach, in that the nature of these components is pre- 
determined. In this case, the interface of the underlying queuing system did not signal 
the occurrence of significant events, such as the arrival of a message on a queue. 
However, such events were modelled in the abstract specification of the system as a 
whole. The occurrence of these events can only be discovered by polling the state of 
the queuing system, and by comparing the current state with the last state. This led 
to the extension of the QAT system state to include a mirror copy of the state of the 
queuing system, and the addition of a polling operation which updates this mirror state 
to reflect the real state of the queuing system. 
Demonstrating that the second decomposition is a refinement of the first would be 
difficult. In the first decomposition, queuing a message affects the state of both the 
alarm component and the queuing system. In the second decomposition, it affects only 
the queuing system. It is a subsequent synchronisation operation that detects the arrival 
of the new message, updates the mirror state, and brings about the required changes 
in the state of the alarm component. The functionality of a single operation in the first 
decomposition is preserved over sequences of operations in the second decomposition. 
3. Development techniques 
This section describes the tools and techniques used in the development. 
3.1. VDM through pictures: diagrams to VDM 
The initial VDM specification was developed using VDM through pictures (VtP). 
VtP allows an initial VDM-SL specification to be created through the use of two kinds 
of diagrams. Type structure diagrams (TSD) provide an almost complete visual syntax 
for VDM type definitions and are used to define the state of a system. Operation state 
diagrams (OSD) allow the implicit definition of operations in a particular style. VDM- 
SL text can be generated from diagrams, and vice versa, allowing a flexible working 
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environment for initial specification capture. The semantics of these diagrams is defined 
in terms of the VDM that they represent. They are not intended to correspond to the 
semantics of entity relationship or state transition diagrams. 
TSDs are neutral in terms of the style imposed on specification. OSDs, however, 
impose a style of specification in which operations are defined in implicit precondition 
and postcondition style, and in which the precondition and postconditions are conjunc- 
tions of auxiliary boolean functions. The diagrams allow the operation signature to be 
given, and the makeup of their precondition and postconditions to be specified. The 
auxiliary functions are merely identified, their detailed definition being of no relevance 
to the diagram; they are later fully defined by enriching the VDM-SL text generated 
from the diagram. 
VtP works in conjunction with a VDM-SL multi-font editor and type checker, but 
no support for proof obligation generation or reasoning. It is worth noting also that 
the ability to type-check the VDM before translating it into AMN gives greater type 
security than is offered by the Abstract Machine Notation alone. 
3.2. Hand translation: VDM to B 
Although it can be argued that VDM and B encourage different levels of abstraction 
[6], it is also possible to use them at the same level making translation merely a matter 
of transliteration, However, our initial attempt at translation from VDM-SL to AMN 
was not as successful as we had hoped. A large number of errors were introduced 
into the specification at this stage which, although quickly caught, could have been 
avoided. With hindsight, it is clear that we were mixing the change of notation with 
some other concerns; namely, a change of data model, a change from implicit to explicit 
operation definitions, and the introduction of more structure into the specification. A 
better separation of concerns could have been achieved by performing these three kinds 
of refinement within one or other of the notations. 
The change of data model came about because composite types are not directly 
supported in AMN, rather were modelled by giving explicit constructor and selector 
functions. The mismatch could have been resolved in a number of ways, for example, 
the use of composite types could have been avoided altogether, or they could have 
been refined away before translation was undertaken. 
The move from implicit to explicit operations, could also have been separated from 
the translation. The refinement could have been undertaken in VDM by using explicit 
operations, albeit with implicit constructs in the defining expressions. Alternatively, 
definitions could have been used in AMN to mimic the implicit operations. 
The introduction of more structure into the specification arose from the use of the 
extensive machine structuring facilities available in AMN. However, the B-style of 
incremental presentation of the overall specification did not sit well with the monolithic 
VDM style. A safer approach might be to use the same structure on both sides of 
the translation. The AMN structuring facilities could then be reintroduced in the B 
development as desired. 
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3.3. Rejinement in B 
The B method allows a number of re$nement steps to be taken between the specifi- 
cation and the final implementation step. The implementation is then used to generate 
compilable source code. The design process supported by the B-Toolkit makes extensive 
use of libraries. Apt use of this technology can significantly reduce the development 
time and reduce the likelihood of errors due to the large amount of implementation 
that can be gained “for free”. Briefly, a library of reusable machines is supplied with 
the B-Toolkit. These machines are mainly concerned with data storage including some 
abstract types such as boolean and scalar as well as sets, sequences, arrays, variables 
and functions. Within the library there are pre-implemented specifications of the ma- 
chines which manipulate this data. The Base Generator in B-Toolkit allows the user 
to describe complex structured system states in terms of library specifications. It cre- 
ates the appropriate B machines and implementations for the system state described, 
resulting in an implemented B machine with operations to manipulate the elements 
of the desired state in a standard fashion. No more design input is required from the 
developer. 
In this project, considering the relatively simple nature of the system being devel- 
oped, a single implementation step was made directly from the first B specification. 
This step involved three types of design decision. Firstly, the state of the desired im- 
plementation was designed in terms of a number of abstract data types. These data 
types were described using the Base Generator script language which was then used 
to generate their implementation. The outputs from the Base Generator were then used 
as the basis of the implementation of the system state. The B-Library was used to 
implement any of the elements of the system state which could not be conveniently 
represented using Base Generator as well as those elements that were felt to be too 
simple to justify the overheads of using the generator. Finally, an implementation of 
each operation in the specification was defined using the deterministic constructs of 
AMN. These operation implementations manipulated the concrete system state (via the 
operations defined on the machines from which it was constructed) to produce the 
system behaviour defined by their B specification. 
Inevitably, the implementation of the operations revealed limitations in the implemen- 
tation of the system state and so the above three steps were iterated until a satisfactory 
system was constructed from which source code was generated and compiled. 
3.4. Code generation: B to C 
The process of generating C language source code from the B implementation is 
totally automatic. Our experience was that, in general, it was very easy to generate an 
initial C implementation. The toolkit is simply instructed to generate source code for 
one or more B implementations and the code is created in a number of files. Provided 
that this source code is exactly what is required, no further action is required. 
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However, there are a number of potential problems associated with this part of 
the lifecycle. For example, no control is available over how the generated code is 
packaged. If it is not in the appropriate form for delivery (for example to unit test 
teams), then this complex and error prone task must be performed manually. Nor is 
there any way by which the style or specific form of the generated source code can be 
dictated. This means that the generated source code will not conform to any particular 
coding standards which may be in force within the organisation. This may not be 
acceptable within the software process in use and so it may be necessary to reformat 
the code produced. For example, no comments are inserted which may imply a major 
task whenever code is generated. 
Most software products use standard code for tracing and debugging the product in 
the field. This code must always be inserted at predefined points within the product. 
With automated code generation there is no means of performing such a task and so 
again this must be achieved by other means. Furthermore, the C code generated is not 
particularly robust in its exception handling and would not generally be considered to 
form an acceptable API for general use. Before releasing the product for general use, 
it may well be necessary to write a “wrapper” API which presents a more robust and 
conventional interface for conventional applications. 
The above problems with code generation while irritating would not stop the product 
being used in a commercial environment. Most of them could be solved with special 
purpose postprocessing tools which could be written on a site-by-site basis. However, 
this is an aspect of code production that is generally ignored by automatic code gen- 
eration tools. 
Ideally, if code is to be generated automatically, then maintenance of that code 
should take place at the higher level removing the need to examine the final code at 
all. However, this would require appropriate training for the maintenance engineers and 
reduce conformity of coding standards, which across a complex system, is an important 
factor for ease of maintenance of the whole. In practice, a balance is needed between 
reuse and prescription. 
4. Analysis of the formal specifications 
4.1. Generating test cases from a formal specijcation 
Every development depends, in the end, on the use of some kind of technology that 
has no formal basis. Perhaps the development is to be carried out informally from a 
formal specification because the expertise does not exist or because existing structured 
development techniques cannot be disrupted. Even if a fully formal and error-free 
development were possible, it is unrealistic to expect that all components and tools 
such as compiler, operating system or processor have also been developed formally. 
There is always room, therefore, for an element of testing, no matter how formal the 
development has supposedly been. 
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The value of a formal specification is also considerably enhanced by the ability to 
exploit the information contained within it for testing purposes. Processing the formal 
specification for the generation of test cases provides another view of the specification, 
in which a new division of the logical components is exposed. It can thus assist in the 
validation of the specification itself. 
In the MaFMeth project, additional to the possibility of running the test cases against 
the final C code, test cases generated from the VDM specification were used to drive 
the animation of the AMN specification and hence validate the manual translation of 
the VDM into AMN. The support offered by the “VDM analysis tool” (VAT) [9] is 
based on the following techniques: 
Partition analysis of operations. This involves reducing the mathematical expres- 
sion defining an operation into a disjunctive normal form (DNF), which gives disjoint 
partitions representing domains of the operation that should be tested in the implemen- 
tation 
Partition analysis of the system state. The mathematical expression defining the 
system state, viewed in the light of the preconditions and postconditions of operations, 
is reduced into DNF, which yields disjoint partitions of state values which can be used 
to construct a finite state automatum (FSA) from the specification. 
Scheduling of tests of different operations. This is to avoid redundancy in the testing 
process. It involves finding paths through the FSA which cover all the required tests, 
and composing the constraints resulting from the composition of these sequences to 
detect inconsistencies. 
Generation of test values. For use in the validation of the implementation. This 
involves the selection of values relating to the operation input for each case. These 
test values must satisfy the constraints imposed by the mathematical definition of the 
specification in the given case. Once input values have been selected, the constraints 
describing the case can be simplified, leaving an expression constraining the result 
values. 
Ver$cation of the results. Of an individual test against the specification. This in- 
volves using the residual constraints to verify the values relating to the operation results 
under the test. 
In the MaFMeth experiment, only the first of these techniques was attempted. The 
process involved two stages: the extraction of test domains which cover all logical 
conditions for each operation; and the generation of one or more test cases for each 
test domain. The automatic partition into test domains is analogous to test cover- 
age analysis. If test cases are provided for every domain, every logical path through 
the specification is covered. The further division of test domains into test cases is 
analogous to boundary case analysis at an abstract level. Boundary conditions refer 
to empty or full sets or sequences, individual elements of enumerated set, etc. This 
process is heuristical and semi-automatic. The selection of boundary conditions is un- 
der the control of user through the introduction of inference rules. Cases are selected 
which are known from experience to be those that most frequently give rise to faults. In 
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MaFMeth, the selection of test data, one set of values for each test case, was carried 
out manually. 
In the state-based approach of VDM-SL, operations describe a partial relation be- 
tween system states. They are specified by giving a logical expression which char- 
acterises that relation. We can express this relation as a set of pairs of states as 
follows: 
{ (before, after) 
1 before :State, after : State 
l spec-OP(before,after) 
where spec-OP is the expression that characterises the relation. 
We view spec-OP as being divided into the conjunction of two parts: a precondition, 
pre-OP, which is a logical expression on the before state only; and a postcondition, 
post-OP, an expression relating the before and after states. The precondition charac- 
ter&es the domain of the relation, identifying those before states for which the operation 
is defined. 
It is also possible for the state to carry an invariant, h-State, a logical expression 
that characterises certain properties of the state that are supposed to hold at all times. 
In VDM this invariant is given as part of the state and is considered to be an implicit 
part of every operation’s precondition and postcondition. 
Expressed in terms of pre-OP, post-OP and inv-State, an operation is defined by 
{ (before, after) 
) before :State, after : State 
l inv-State(before) A pre-OP(before) A 
post-OP(before,after) A inv-State(after) 
This formulation indicates that we are only interested in creating tests for cases in 
which the precondition (and before-state invariant) is true. 
The analysis proceeds by splitting the above relation into a set of smaller relations, 
the union of which is equivalent to the original. This splitting is achieved by trans- 
forming its propositional structure into a disjunctive normal form (DNF). The particular 
formulation is based on a treatment of or in which A V B is transformed into three 
disjoint cases: A A B, d A B and A A -B. This in turn transforms A + B into two 
cases: IA and (A A B). This allows the treatment of each subrelation entirely indepen- 
dently. If the ordinary rules for V are used, the separate treatment of each subrelation 
has to be justified by the use of an appropriate hypothesis. For each subrelation, we 
give a new characterising expression, sub-spec-OP, describing a single test domain. 
Thus, operation partitioning proceeds as follows: 
Step 1. Extract the definition of spec-OP, by collecting together all the relevant parts 
(precondition, postconditions and invariants). 
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Step 2. Unfold all auxiliary definitions to eliminate auxiliary predicates and introduce 
basic types where possible. (The unfolding of recursive function and type definitions 
has, of course, to be limited.) 
Step 3. Transform the definition into DNF to obtain disjoint subrelations. 
Step 4. Simplify each subrelation according to the semantics of VDM possibly split- 
ting it into further subrelations. 
Further details can be found in [9]. 
Applying these techniques to the 34 operations in the specification produced some 
150 test domains and gave rise to something near 500 test cases. It quickly became 
apparent that it would be impractical to carry out all the analysis necessary to generate 
these let alone apply the 500 test cases to the animation of the first level AMN. One 
reason for this is that naive reduction to DNF can entail geometric growth in space 
requirements and as a prototype research tool, VAT struggled with the size of the 
specification (some 1400 lines of VDM). Thus, only a sample of the smaller operations 
were analysed this way. 
The process of test case generation enabled 3 faults in the original VDM to be 
discovered, cases in which operations were not “feasible” in VDM terms. However, 
no further faults were found when the test cases were applied to the animation of the 
AMN. An example of the kind of error discovered by test cases generation arose in an 
operation manipulating a list. One test case reduced to “false” because the operation 
was incorrectly defined on the “nil” case. 
The idea of strengthening the value of formal specifications through testing is full 
of promise. Formal specification can be used to design individual test cases [ 171, 
and for test plans (sequences of individual tests) which can be proven by refine- 
ment to be correct with respect to the specification. Prototype development can be 
carried from a formal specification, complete with proof work, to create code that 
can be run “back-to-back” with the delivered code for testing purposes (see, for 
example, [ 181). 
4.2. Animation 
The animation facility provided by the B-Toolkit allows the user to “execute” op- 
erations of the specification with user supplied parameters calculating the value of the 
output parameters and the new system state. The symbolic manipulation is achieved by 
a number of rewrite rules for the B notation which simplify the expressions involved 
in the operation definitions. 
Animation allows early analysis of the properties of the system under development to 
reveal faults before refinement begins. The analysis process enabled by animation may 
both verification and validation faults. The verification faults relate to the consistency 
of the formal model itself and such errors could also be found by using analysis 
approaches based on the discharging of proof obligations. However, the validation 
faults reveal mismatches between the specification and the informal system functional 
requirements, precisely the kind of fault that would not be found by the use of proof 
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alone. The potential for the discovery of validation faults in particular makes animation 
a valuable analysis approach to use to ensure a common understanding of the proposed 
operation of the system. 
During animation, the B-Toolkit presents the user with a symbolic representation 
of the system state and allows the invocation of specification operations to be re- 
quested. The user is prompted to enter text strings to represent the arguments of 
the requested operation and the B-Toolkit symbolically manipulates the state as de- 
fined by the operation’s substitutions. The updated state and the return value from 
the operation (if any) are then displayed for the user. One of the benefits of this 
technology is that execution can take place without any design input on the part 
of the developer, so encouraging its use whenever a specification is created or 
changed. 
The process of animation in the B-Toolkit begins when the user selects a previ- 
ously statically analysed machine for animation. The Toolkit then loads any user- 
supplied theory associated with the machine and queries the user as to how the 
machine should be initialised. The user indicates that either the machine should be 
initialised as defined in its initialisation clause or using the state stored in a file 
(probably produced by a previous animation session for this machine). The user is 
then asked to instantiate any machine parameters with natural numbers or enumer- 
ated sets. For example, below is the (partial) definition of one of the machines 
used: 
MACHINE 
OpAlarms (QNAME, &TYPE, MID) 
SEES 




. . . 
INVARIANT 
opalarms : seq(Alarm) A 
opalarm- cursors : OpAlarmCursor + seq(Alarm) A 
. . . 
INITIALISATION 
opalarms, opalarm-cursors := [I, [] 
. . . 
OPERATIONS 
. . . 
RaiseOpAlarm (Qn, Qt, Mid) == 
PRE 
Qn : QNAME A 
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Qt: QTYPE A 
Mid: MID A 
. . . 
THEN 
opalarms := opalarms + (Qn, Qt, Mid) 
END 
. . . 
END 
The initialisation of this machine via the B-Toolkit animator would proceed via a 
dialogue with the user of the form (user input in italics): 
Value for QNAME? { ql, 92, q.3, 44) 
Value for QTYPE? {dataq, errorq, otherq} 
Value for MID? { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
Initialise from file [yes, no]? no 
Initial state for OpAlarms machine: 
opalarm = [I /\ 
opalarm-cursors = [] /\ 
. . . 
Choose operation to execute: 
0. 
. . . 
5. 






Undo last operation 
Save state 
The user can then choose to end animation, execute a particular operation, undo 
the effect of the last operation or save the current state of the machine for use in 
another animation session. Presuming that the user selects option “5” (execute the 
“RaiseOpAlarm” operation which used to indicate that an alarm should be sent to the 
queue of operator alarms) then the following dialogue illustrates a possible interaction 
between the user and the B-Toolkit to allow the animation to proceed: 
Value for Qn? ql 
Value for Qt? dataq 
Value for Mid? 5 
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PRE 
ql: 1 ql, q2, q3* 94) I\ 
dataq : {dataq, errorq, otherq} /\ 
5: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) /\ 




New state for OpAlarms machine: 
[I := [I +- (91, dataq, 5) 
opalarm = C (91, dataq, 5) 1 /\ 
opalarm-cursors = Cl /\ 
. . . 
As can be seen, the animator prompts the user for values of the operation’s parame- 
ters and then uses these values in a symbolic computation of the new state to illustrate 
their effect. The user can then continue in this manner, executing machine operations 
and checking their effects on the system state, so providing useful validation of the 
specification. 
The substitutions that define the operation in the specification are “executed” using a 
set of rewrite rules which form a theory supplied with the B-Toolkit. If necessary, the 
user can add additional rules on a per specification basis to allow more sophisticated or 
specialised substitutions to be manipulated than is possible using the supplied set. The 
experience of the project described here was that most operations in the specifications 
that were written animated without any problem and this allowed valuable early testing 
to be performed. However, some problems were encountered with animating parts of 
the specifications because the supplied set of rewrite rules was not rich enough. 5 
It is important to understand that the correctness of any supplied rewrite rule is the 
responsibility of the user of the Toolkit and the Toolkit will not attempt to verify 
its correctness in any way. In common with the addition of invalid proof rules (as 
discussed in Section 6.4) invalid animator rewrite rules may give a false impression 
that the specification is valid. 
In the project described here, the analysis of the specification by animation was very 
successful. It revealed 5 faults in the 15 primary operations that were investigated in 
detail (from a total of 34 system operations). One of the faults found was a potentially 
serious specification fault which would have left the system state inconsistent should 
it have been implemented. The fault could have been found by using proofs of consis- 
tency on the specification but it is our contention that animation found it earlier and 
at lower cost. 
5 Additional rewrite rule can be supplied by the user, but a small class of specifications may never be 
animatable due to potentially infinite search spaces. The reader is referred to [19] for an interesting discussion 
of the possible limitations of specification animation. 
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It is our view that animation was a valuable system development activity in this 
project as, in effect, it allowed testing very early in the lifecycle. The process is intu- 
itive, easy to perform and rewarding for the engineers performing it. It is also signif- 
icantly cheaper to apply than proof, particularly in an industrial setting. Having said 
this, animation is not as rigorous as proof and so an engineer must consider the two 
approaches carefully and select the right combination for the project in hand. 
4.3. Using proof in the development 
Proof obligation generation and proof aid in the development of software by provid- 
ing an alternative view on the system for inspection and analysis, uncovering errors in 
the design early and allowing formally proven refinement. Consequently, some signifi- 
cant effort was devoted to the use of the support for proof provided by the B-Toolkit. 
In practice, within the B-Toolkit, many proof obligations are discharged automatically 
by the “autoprover” leaving others to be tackled interactively with the “interprover”. 
Automated proof is based upon a large rulebase of built-in rules and associated control 
tactics. If the built-in rules and tactics do not automatically discharge the obligations, 
interactive proof is undertaken in order to develop user theories of the application 
domain and new primitive rules for the basic language. These are then integrated into 
the automatic process in order that future attempts to autoprove will be successful. The 
strengths and weaknesses of the B-Toolkit’s proof development cycle are discussed in 
L&71. 
Three types of proof activities were undertaken: the automatic proof of proof obli- 
gations; the inspection of the remaining proof obligations; and the interactive proof of 
proof obligations including the development of new “theories”. In practice, the auto- 
proving stage was used to filter out the trivial proof obligations in order to focus 
attention on the more complex ones. 
The inspection of the undischarged proof obligations was a fruitful exercise even 
before any further attempt to prove them was made. Many of the proof obligations 
were considered likely to be true, and thus given no further consideration, whilst others 
were obviously false, revealing errors with no further effort. Interactive proof was 
then focused on those which remained in doubt. Although not rewarding in terms 
of the number of proof obligations discharged, this approach did lead directly to the 
uncovering of faults. We discuss the types of errors uncovered by proof. 
In general, the modularity of the specification is reflected in a modularity of proofs. 
The structuring mechanisms of the AMN are such that the overall proof task is 
decomposed in a compositional way into many smaller proof tasks. Each machine 
can be considered independently of the other machines in the system and the proof 
of an importing machine can rely on the correctness of imported machines. However, 
whilst a useful way to structure a specification, the module mechanism must be used 
carefully as it can sometimes hide the logical consequences of importing one module 
into another. Applying proof to the specification can expose these problems. 
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As an example of an error introduced by modularity, the direct promotion of oper- 
ations from an imported machine may let incorrect operations be specified where it is 
necessary to strengthen preconditions in the including machine. For instance, the oper- 
ation RmAlarmConf (amongst other things) takes a new alarm-configuration name as 
a parameter and removes it from the current map of permissible alarm configurations, 




cfname: dom configs A 
confgs(cfname) = 0 A 
cfname # nil_cfname 
THEN 
. . . 
confgs := {cfname} -4 conjigs 1) 
acnames := acnames - {cfname} I( 
. . . 
END ; 
This operation is imported in the AlarmSystem machine. However, the AlarmSystem 
state includes a distinguished alarm configuration, currconf, and has the invariant: 
currconf: dom conjigs 
The operation RmAlarmConf does not preserve this invariant. This is not obvious 
from inspection of the specification, as it requires cross referencing between two mod- 
ules. However, proving that the invariant is preserved exposes this error, and indicates 




. . . 





Using proof can also reveal much about the invariants chosen in a particular ma- 
chine. An example of this occurred in the machine Queue which defines a pair of 
mappings dataq and errorq which map the name of a queue to its data and error 
queue components, respectively. The invariant of this machine was given as 
b’qn . qn : qnames + ran(dataq(qn)) U ran(errorq(qn)) = message-ids 
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This states that every queue name, the data and error queues together must have the 
same set of message identifiers, and also that all the possible message identifiers must 
be on every queue, a much stronger restriction than intended. This becomes startingly 
obvious when proving that the operations of the machine maintain this invariant. One 
of the cases to be considered is when a data queue and error queue are empty. Then 
the Interprover generates the subgoal 
ran([]) u ran([]) = 0 = message-ids 
This is clearly erroneous since message-ids is a constant in this machine. If empty, 
it would allow only the trivial system with no messages. Clearly, the invariant should 
be weakened. 
The proof cycle can throw into sharp relief the care which should be taken in 
defining operations. It is in this area that the feedback from proof into design arose 
most frequently; it is relatively simple to alter the details of an operation to correct an 
error shown up in a proof. 
One of the most common errors which occurs in practice is that the precondition 
of an operation is too weak. In the QAT system this type of error occurred several 
times. Another example arose in the operation DelAlarmConf given above. One proof 
obligation is that the set of known configuration names is contained in the configuration 
names but not the one being removed: 
inv (Alarm Confs) A 
pre (DelAlarm Conf) 
=+ 
acnames G cnames- { cfname} 
but this cannot be proved as the only relevant hypotheses are 
acnames & cnames 
cfname : cnames 
It is impossible to show from these hypotheses the following subgoal which is generated 
by the Interprover: 
acnames n {cfname} = {} 
Further study of the system revealed that the operation DelAlarmConf should 
only be invoked when acnames is empty, and the precondition should be strength- 
ened accordingly. This type of error is very common and in our experience often 
overlooked in a specification, potentially resulting in an implementation which will ap- 
ply the operation with insufficient safeguards on the data and arrive in an error state. 
The inspection and analysis of undischarged proof obligations reveals such errors. In 
such situations we have to either strengthen the precondition, or increase the scope of 
the operation to allow for these exceptional cases. 
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One fault worth noting arose in the definition of proof rules added to the system 
to discharge unproven obligations. A simple typographical error involving the capital- 
isation of a variable name was made in a proof rule which made the rule unsound. 
This rule could potentially have been used to prove a whole raft of untrue obligations 
and thus verify an erroneous specification. It is salutary lesson in the pitfalls of adding 
unproven rules to an automated proof theory. 
Typically, the rectification of faults uncovered by proof were of the types described 
above, requiring the strengthening of a precondition or an invariant. However, one 
further error was uncovered which required a significant rewriting of the specification. 
In the proof of one machine 4 out of 19 unproved proof obligations disclosed faults, 
13 of the remaining 15 were proved by addition of assumptions, 2 were left unproven. 
In one exercise, 7 faults were found in 3 days work and a good level of confidence 
was achieved in the parts of the system considered. Although some of these faults 
were also found (more cheaply) in animation, others had not been detected there. 
A full verification of the development was not undertaken as this was not con- 
sidered cost-effective. Nevertheless, the automatic generation of proof obligations, the 
automatic discharge of many proof obligations and the inspection of the remainder are 
all relatively cheap activities and did reveal unforeseen errors, It also allows the more 
expensive interactive proving to be focused on those areas where the correctness of 
the development remained in doubt. 
The benefits of automation cannot be overstated. Without it, the shear number of triv- 
ial proof obligations would have made the task of even an initial inspection infeasible 
and would thus have obscured some obvious falsities. 
Only a small proportion of the proof obligations were analysed and discharged, but 
the exercise was nevertheless effective for fault finding. The purpose of verification 
is to find faults in a specification. Thus, effort should be devoted to establishing the 
falsity of proof obligations rather than their veracity. It is pointless expending effort in 
proving the 99% of obligations which are true if the status of those which are false is 
not uncovered. 
5. Evaluation of the techniques used 
The techniques used were evaluated in terms of the number of faults found, the 
stages at which the faults were found and the effectiveness of each activity in finding 
faults. 
5.1. Overall fault count 
Despite the differing notations and the lack of integrated tool support described 
above, quantitative analysis of the fault found at unit test shows the approach to be 
very effective both in cost and quality. 
Fig. 2 compares data from this project with three others undertaken by the user 
partner using structured design. The four projects were all developed in the same 
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Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 MaFMeth 
Application System Transaction System System 
software monitor software software 
utilities modifications application middleware 
Approach Yourdon Yourdon VDM / Yourdon VDM I AMN 
Size (LOC) 3000 1100 1300 ** 3500 
Effort (days) 65 80 21 43 
Effort I KLOC 21.5 12.5 20.5 12.5 
Faults at unit test 21 17 I 3 
Faults / KLOC 9 15.5 5.5 0.9 
_/ 
** Normalised against omoun~ of library code used. (Total was 8000). 
Fig. 2. Comparison of numbers of faults found. 
environment over a period of about 3 years and all used a similar development process 
apart from the technology involved. All projects were undertaken by engineers from 
the same development group and all were fragments of much larger developments. 
Similar testing procedures, based on manual identification of tests, were followed in 
each case. All, bar project 2, were new developments, whereas project 2 was a complex 
modification to an already heavily maintained system software component (hence, per- 
haps, the low productivity and quality of that development). None of the effort figures 
include the learning and technology transfer time which is inevitable in applying new 
approaches. 
The LOC figure (Lines of Code) is clearly central to the metrics and, for projects 
1 to 3, refers to C language statements. For MaFMeth, in all 8000 lines of code were ge- 
nerated. However, much of this arose from library components. The figure of 3500 lines 
of code is the developer’s estimate of the amount of code that would have been pro- 
duced to implement the same functionality without attempting any reuse. In fact, 1200 
lines of implementation level B notation were produced to generate the final C code. 
The figures show that the MaFMeth project produced, on average, more code per 
day than any of the previous projects. Of course, this result must be tempered by the 
different application areas and the possible inaccuracy in the estimate of the equivalent 
number of lines of code. However, the improvement of nearly 100% is noteworthy. 
Even more significant are the results concerning the number of faults at unit test. 
The unit testing used aimed at 100% functional black box test coverage and 100% 
branch level white box coverage. This was achieved by identifying test cases using 
techniques including equivalence partitioning, boundary value analysis and a judicious 
amount of error guessing! The MaFMeth project produced less than 20% of the faults 
of the next best project. 
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Unfortunately, no figures for faults found during validation testing and customer use 
are available. 
5.2. Early detection of faults 
For each fault found we recorded the activity during which it was discovered and es- 
timated the activity during which it was introduced. We present this data using “Fault 
Grids” [lo] which display this information in a tabular form. Fault grids provide a 
means of presenting fault counts against process stages so as to highlight the effec- 
tiveness of each process stage in terms of faults introduced and detected and so assess 
the overall process in terms of the number process stages between the introduction and 
discovery of faults. 
The first requirement is to have a well-defined development process. We identified 
13 activities, with varying degrees of tool support. These are depicted in Fig. 3. Of 
interest here is the sequence (temporal and logical) of activities that make up the 
process. The temporal sequence of activities corresponds to the order in which the 
activities are carried out. The logical sequence, shown by the arrows in the diagram, 
corresponds to the dependency of activities on each other. 
Fig. 4 shows the fault grid for the MaFMeth project 6. Each cell show the number 
of faults which were introduced at a given stage which were found at another given 
stage. The diagonals from top-left to bottom-right show the faults introduced at each 
development stage, the diagonals from top-right to bottom-left show those found at 
each review stage. The vertical columns, indicated by the dotted lines, show faults that 
were found 1, 2, 3, etc., temporal stages down the process. 
Many faults found early. The group of figures near the top of the grid reflects the 
exploratory phases of development where requirements are understood and different 
specifications are proposed and assessed. The group in the middle corresponds to those 
errors introduced in design and coding. Significant is the tiny number of faults that were 
discovered during unit and integration testing. The single positive value in the lower 
part of the grid reflects that only three errors were picked up by the testing stages. 
This could well be a consequence of the effort expended in the earlier validation and 
verification stages. 
The figures confirm the tenet of formal methods, that formal analysis reduces the 
number of faults found late in the day. Though several faults were introduced in the 
early stages, these stages are typically where requirements are being explored and alter- 
native approaches are being tried in design. It can be seen as a good thing to introduce 
and discover faults here. In particular, no faults from the early VDM specifications 
persisted beyond the initial B specification. 
Faults found quickly. The absence of any positive values on the right-hand side of 
the grid is encouraging. It is revealing to note that nearly half the total number of faults 
6Note that in practice the three testing stages were amalgamated into one test suite. 




Fig. 3. Development activities identified in the MaFMeth project. 
Al: VDM specification creatio 
A2: VDM specification enrichment 
A3: VDM refinemen 
A4: Test case generation 
Bl: Hand translation into AMN 
B2: AMN animatio 
83: AMN developmen 
84: Auto-proof of AMN obligation 
B5: Manual proof of AMN obligation 
86: Translation into C 
Cl: First unit tes 
C2: Second unit test 
C3: Integration test 
13 
Fig. 4. MaFMeth fault grid 
were found immediately after their introduction. However, it may be more interesting 
to consider how many logical stages were taken to discover faults. 
The number of temporal and logical stages taken to discover faults is summarised 
in Fig. 5. A comparison between the temporal and logical orderings may suggest that a 
change in the order of the activities would allow faults to be discovered more quickly. 
In this case there is no great difference between the two bar charts. What difference 
there is can be largely attributed to the temporal ordering of animation and proof stages 
(B 3,4 and 5). In fact, the logical independence of animation and proof was recognised 
in advance and these stages were carried out in parallel. 
Of course, some caution must be exercised when considering these charts. Firstly, 
the columns do not represent the sum of like quantities, each step of the process is not 




Number of temporal stages between 
introduction and discovery 
Number of logical stages between 
introduction and discovery 
Fig. 5. 
equivalent in magnitude. Secondly, it is not meaningful to compare different project 
processes by their resulting bar charts as there may be a difference in the granularity 
of the process decomposition used in each project. 
When faults were introduced. Highlighted by the diagonal 6,6,4 is the relatively 
large number of faults introduced by the manual activity of translation from VDM into 
AMN. 16 out of the total 28 faults were introduced at this stage. It is clear that, in 
a tool supported development, the unsupported stages are likely to be the most error 
prone and it is imperative therefore to minimise the complexity of the unsupported 
stages. 
It is sobering to note that all stages where development took place introduced faults! 
5.3. EfSectiveness of validation activities 
The distribution of effort by project stage is shown in Fig. 6. Some activities, for 
example, the initial B specification and its animation, are grouped together as they 
were carried out simultaneously and no separate effort figures were kept. 
As might have been expected, the bulk of the design effort was in the main devel- 
opment in B. A substantial component was also expended on the early specifications 
in VDM. Very little effort was required during the testing stage. 
The faults found can be plotted against these efforts as a histogram with the width 
of columns representing the relative effort expended in each stage (Fig. 7). However, 
when inspecting this it must be remembered that some stages involved development 
whereas others purely involved review. For stages Bl-2, one cannot assess how much 
effort was expended in finding faults through animation and how much on development, 
but if one assumes that approximately one half of this effort was spent on each activity, 
then the dotted line applies. 
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Fig. 6. Effort expended by each project stage 
Fig. 7. Faults found per day by project stages. 
Note how the most efficient fault finding occurs during test generation, animation and 
proof. Although this can perhaps be attributed to the fact that most faults were found 
before testing occurred, the test generation and proof stages allow a different perspective 
on the specification and highlight problems which might otherwise be invisible to the 
developer. 
5.4. Dimmion 
Conclusions drawn from this experiment should be moderated by the small size of 
the development and the correspondingly small number of faults detected. The devel- 
opment team was also small and staffed by self-selected individuals who, being keen 
to make a success of the experiment, were perhaps better motivated than average. 
It would not be wise therefore to extrapolate these results to larger projects. 
An underlying assumption of the Fault Grid style of presentation is that activities in 
the development process are carried out in a linear fashion; it is difficult to present the 
results of performing activities in parallel, where the same faults may be discovered 
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by more than one activity. Another feature of the Fault Grid presentation is that there 
is no record of faults found and introduced at the same stage. This is not considered 
to be a serious drawback, since, by their very nature, the cost of correcting such errors 
is low. 
No attempt was made to moderate the effectiveness of fault finding by the severity 
of the faults found. Such an analysis should contribute to an estimate of the cost- 
effectiveness of each activity. early fault detection saves money. It might be possible 
to estimate how much effort a process has saved in relation to how soon faults are 
discovered by keeping a record of how much effort is required to repair each fault 
found, and estimating how much effort would have been required to fix that fault if it 
had not been discovered until the last stage. The appropriate facts were not recorded 
in this project. 
Unfortunately, due to some large-scale restructuring in the lead organisation, the 
code developed in this project never reached the production stage, and so no data is 
available on validation test and customer use. In particular, it remains unknown whether 
any types of error, perhaps peculiar to the use of formal methods, remained undetected 
by the development process. 
Despite these qualifications, there is some evidence in these results in favour of 
formal methods. Faults are inevitable and their detection is aided by formalisation. 
Amongst other things it is noted that all early stages, whether testing or development, 
found faults. It seems that any analysis, whether animation, proof obligation generation, 
proof, or testing, is worthwhile. These activities are only possible once the objects 
involved are formalised. 
This project has contributed to the beginnings of an accumulation of evidence for 
the benefits of formal methods. It has raised awareness of the need to gather such 
evidence for larger projects and has suggested some techniques for doing so. 
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